2010 was an exciting year for us that saw the creation of our organization and the emergence of a mission to spread goodwill through random acts of kindness, large and small. We brokered relationships between not only our individual supporters but also with groups and other organizations such as the Jacmel Children’s Center, with whom we made exciting plans for 2011 and beyond.

MISHA’S RUN

Following the New Jersey Acts, we sponsored Misha’s Run, an endurance event held on

SEPTEMBER 5, 2010

1,795 Random Acts supporters pledged money per mile towards Misha Collins’s intended long-distance run.

The run kicked off at 8am PST and lasted for an astounding 11 HOURS

The 83-kilometer (52 mile) run raised $80,000

Continued funding of Acts and other projects in 2011.

$1,438.89 of the money raised from “Misha’s Run” went toward funding four additional acts in the United States, Australia, New Zealand, and Brazil as an extension of the New Jersey pilot program.

2010 was an exciting year for us that saw the firm creation of our organization and the emergence of a mission to spread goodwill through random acts of kindness, large and small. We brokered relationships between not only our individual supporters but also with groups and other organizations such as the Jacmel Children’s Center, with whom we made exciting plans for 2011 and beyond.

Misha Collins and the RA team completed a number of Acts in July 2010 including buying shoes for Justin and his dad (bottom) and a bike giveaway (right).

We launched a small pilot program of sponsored Acts in July 2010 centered in New Jersey and held in conjunction with a Supernatural fan convention, including participation by co-founder, Misha Collins. All Acts associated with this pilot program were funded by Misha Collins, while our administrative team members, including Director of Charitable Affairs and co-founder, Lisa Walker, paid for their own related expenses. No money was raised or spent by Random Acts. This pilot program of Acts included the purchasing of socks and shoes for a father and son, purchasing a computer for a needy family, and giving away bikes and appropriate safety equipment on the streets of Paterson, New Jersey.

The New Jersey Acts were key in helping us define our mission and find the direction we needed to move forward. The rest of 2010 was spent developing Random Acts-sponsored events and developing an apparatus for funding Acts.
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Misha with Justin. In 2010, Random Acts provided Justin and his father new shoes.

Misha Collins and the RA team completed a number of Acts in July 2010 including buying shoes for Justin and his dad (bottom) and a bike giveaway (right).
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